
IMPROVED CLEANING & SAFETY PRACTICES

- Staff is required to take temperature before shift
- Staff is frequently washing hands, wearing masks and using gloves when necessary
- Masks are available for attendees who forgot theirs
- We are opening windows and doors to allow fresh air circulation whenever possible
- Space is frequently sanitized according to CDC and State Ohio guidelines
- Hand Sanitizer is on each conference table
- Sanitizing wipes are in bathroom to quickly disinfect possibly shared items
- Social Distancing Room Layouts accommodating 10-24 attendees

FRESH AIR MEETING OPTION ON ROOF TOP DECK

- A group of 10 can comfortably meet complete with power and WiFi
- Sunglasses, sunscreen and bubbles included

MAIN MEETING ROOM ENHANCEMENTS

- Social distancing room layouts accommodating 10-24 attendees
- Hand sanitizer on each table
- Meeting supplies still included, however available upon request
- Meeting props still included, however available upon request
- We’re opening windows and doors to allow fresh air circulation whenever possible 

DINING AREA ENHANCEMENTS

- Single seated cafe tables spaced 6’ apart
- We’re opening windows and doors to allow fresh air circulation whenever possible

BREAKFAST & LUNCH ENHANCEMENTS

- Caterer’s now serving individually wrapped/packaged hot and cold items and meals
- Hand sanitizer on food service table

COFFEE & HOT TEA  ENHANCEMENTS

- Coffee airpot and hot tea brewer spaced more than 6’ apart
- Individually wrapped stirs
- Individual sugar packets and creamers
- Milk and OJ available upon request
- Hand sanitizer on beverage service table

ALL DAY SNACK & BEVERAGES ENHANCEMENTS

- Snack stand positioned away from coffee and tea service table
- Individually packaged snacks
- Only serving bottle water

We Care About You
Your health and safety is our number one priority and we’ve 

made several improvements to ensure our space is safe and healthy.

We can safely accommodate the following number of attendees for each layout:
10- Roof Top Deck              17-Comfy              22-Chevron

10 - U-Shape                       18-Clusters           23-Classroom



Main Meeting Room

Portable double sided dry erase walls create flexible and efficient breakout areas.

Our inspiring space puts attendees in the

positive mind frame needed to be

HAPPY & PRODUCTIVE!

Our flexible meeting environment 

has been reimagined to comply with 

social distancing recommendations.

front of room

breakout areas

Ushape… Seats up to 10 Attendees

Classroom … Seats up to 23 Attendees

Chevron … Seats up to 22 Attendees

Comfy… Seats up to 17 Attendees

Rooftop Deck… Seats up to 10 Attendees

Cluster … Seats up to 18 Attendees


